
STOP JUMPING! 
IMPROVE THE SIT WORKSHOP 
Runs over 2 x Saturdays, 3rd and 10th February, 2018 - Diamond Dogs Canine Creche Building 
1, Oaksmere Business Park, Eye Airfield IP23 8BW   01379 - 788684

Classes are run over 2 weeks - £30.00 per dog: 

Classes run for an hour and will help dogs learn to be part of the decision making process and start working 
on self control.  Jumping up and leash pulling are all part of impulsiveness and owners will gain various 
techniques to help their dogs learn automatic sits.  Although not about leash pulling, the techniques learnt 
will also start to address this and help give practical tasks to help owners help their dogs understand that 
they will only get what they want (walk/reward) when we get what we want (sit/no pulling).  If we are 
consistent, dogs quickly learn that pulling or jumping isn’t the right answer.  When a dog is sitting, he can’t 
be doing 101 other things he shouldn’t!  The class also builds the start of the emergency “sit” command - a 
better and more sensible option than the emergency recall.  

Class includes - Learn to Earn programme info and guidance, written homework and information on 
what is covered during the lessons along with video clips.  Participants will be videoed so that clips 
can be used for feedback and homework at the end of each class.   

Please bring - a normal collar and short leash (no flexi leads, choke chains and preferably no harnesses), a 
treat pouch that is easy to access and doesn’t fall open or fall off your belt, low and high value treats. The 
best low value treats are dog kibble if your dog is on this and to use your dog’s entire food ration during the 
training period - we recommend ideally a month.  This allows many hundreds of positive rewards in a short 
space of time.  The best high value treats are chicken or dried liver and pieces should be VERY small.  
Please wear a sturdy belt onto which you can loop the handle of your leash to make it “hands free”.  
This class is for dogs that are dog social - max 8 per class.  Owners will need to attend both classes.
More info and booking contact info@diamonddogscreche.co.uk or call 
01379 - 788684   

Classes are given by 
Leadchanges Dog 
Behaviour.  Qualified 
with the British College 
of Canine Studies, 
Associate of the 
International Association 
of Canine Professionals.  
Certificated with SIRIUS® 
dog trainer academy.  

www.leadchanges.net 

Based on the “Learn To Earn - sit to say please” programme of Dr Sophia Yin 
(veterinarian) classes use positive, treat based reward training and toys and 
games developed by Dr Ian Dunbar and others to help dogs learn through 
positive and fun experiences.    
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